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Abstract : The IT care was ate with great affection into the district according to the IT strategy of the state legislature of 

Maharashtra. Pune is significantly viewed as the other major" IT mecca of india" and the top machine and assembling mecca of 

India. The fundamental ideal of this proposition is to survey the degree of advancement at Hinjewadi and bracing regions and 

appropriately propose arranging intercessions concerning improvement of the area. Hinjewadi it demesne is proposed and created 

by Hinjewadi MIDC. Facts of it stick offers business and improvement openings at region position and unique position. In any 

case, it additionally offers a few difficulties being developed. Hinjewadi goes under PMRDA as it's anything but a piece of Pune 

outside pot and Pimpri Chinchwad outer pot. Hinjewadi needs an exceptional consideration due to its it mecca. There are different 

experts in Hinjewadi videlicet, Hinjewadi gram panchayat, Hinjewadi MIDC, programming innovation demesne of india, 

hinjewadi productivity affiliation, it laborers and unique tenants of Hinjewadi. These specialists have a significant impact being 

developed of Hinjawadi. These specialists are not related on one another and are restricted to their particular methodology 

towards advancement. They warrant in coordinated effort and all encompassing methodology of improvement. Significant issue is 

looked by commonplace workers from different hallway of the cosmopolises. The IT demesne is tested by tumultuous business, 

timid security courses of action. These different specialists should be brought under one pergola that will be a parent relationship 

to foster all-encompassing methodology and better future turn of events. The deal is structure a public unique body for Hinjewadi 

and bracing region. The region will be portrayed with conceivable improvement workable for homegrown attractive advancement 

nearby. 

 Hinjawadi is an area in the megacity of pune, india. It's home to an enormous handle of worldwide innovation organizations and 

new companies inside the rajiv gandhi infotech demesne, a huge it and business demesne spread over,800 sections of land which 

was raised by the maharashtra fake improvement pot 

 Hinjawadi isn't a piece of any PMC as well as PCMC. The it demesne is tested by turbulent business, insufficient security plans. 

It area in pune utilizes further than1.5 lakh individuals, including,000 it experts who are confronting everyday trading and 

business issues. By and by there are 165 undertakings grounded and1.5 lakh suburbanites travel day to day. Making hinjawadi 

inhabitable as individuals are confronting issues with water force, seepage framework, sewage framework, scrap activity and 

power force. As land is less expensive then it's the most preferred position for organizations. Most extreme of the specialists 

working in hinjawadi are remaining in wakad, pimpri chinchwad, balewadi, baner and bavdhan. The principal control of the 

townlets around is farming. As it area is the concentration and improvement of townlets around the area to make tone-supportable 

and it ought not be reliant upon different areas of pune megacity. 

 

IndexTerms - Arranging mediation, degree of improvement, ordinary workers, all-encompassing methodology, IT demesne. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Pune is the second biggest region in the indian condition of maharashtra, after mumbai, and the eighth most lively district in india, 

with an expected populace of7.4 million starting around 2020. It has been positioned as" the most decent district in india" a few 

times. Alongside its drawn out district limits pimpri chinchwad and the three cantonment cosmopolises of Pune, Khadki and Dehu 

street, Pune structures the shared center of the eponymous pune metropolitan area( PMR). The counterfeit development in the 

pimpri, chinchwad and close to regions permitted these regions to consolidate as the different district of pimpri-chinchwad. The 

pune metropolitan locale( PMR), first and foremost characterized in 1967, has developed to,256 km2 comprised of the ten talukas 

of the pune quarter. The twofold cosmopolises of pune and pimpri-chinchwad alongside the three cantonment areas of pune, 

khadki and dehu street structure the collective center of the PMR, which likewise incorporates seven outside boards and 842 

towns. The state government in the previously dismissed the requests to bring hinjawadi region under the administration of either 

PMC or PCMC as the area requested extraordinary consideration. 
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 Hinjawadi is an area in the megacity of pune, india. It's home to an immense handle of worldwide innovation organizations and 

new companies inside the rajiv gandhi infotech demesne, a huge it and business demesne spread over,800 sections of land which 

was raised by the maharashtra fake improvement pot 

 Hinjawadi isn't a piece of any pmc as well as pcmc. The it demesne is tested by turbulent business, lacking security courses of 

action. It area in pune utilizes further than1.5 lakh individuals, including,000 it experts who are confronting day to day trading 

and business issues. As of now there are 165 ventures grounded and1.5 lakh workers travel everyday. Making hinjawadi 

inhabitable as individuals are confronting issues with water force, waste framework, sewage framework, scrap activity and power 

force. As land is less expensive then it's the most preferred position for organizations. Most extreme of the specialists working in 

hinjawadi are remaining in wakad, pimpri chinchwad, balewadi, baner and bavdhan. The fundamental control of the townlets 

around is cultivation. As it area is the concentration and improvement of townlets around the area to make tone-supportable and it 

ought not be subject to different areas of pune megacity. 

 IT Park contains three stages with farther stages arranged. Hinjawadi steadiness affiliation( HIA) was spread on a mission to give 

a typical gathering to all partners grounded out of hinjawadi and close to places. Hinjawadi is a proposed mecca for coordinated 

municipalities in pimpri-chinchwad. To begin with hinjawadi was a vill until the development of the rajiv gandhi infotech 

demesne. Presently it's one of the tomahawks of it assiduity in pune. To improve the general preparation and advancement of 

hinjewadi region, it was brought under the administration of PMRDA. The rajiv gandhi infotech demesne at hinjewadi has been 

created by the maharashtra counterfeit advancement pot( MIDC), wherein three periods of the demesne are by and by utilitarian. 

Hinjewadi is one of the two significant IT/ITES office groups in pune and represents almost 50% of all IT/ITES office space in 

the megacity. It keeps on developing as additional organizations set up their establishments and further stages are being created. 

Not at all like different regions in the megacity where land force is restricted, there's more than adequate land accessible for 

farther extension around here. Laborers working in beautiful IT/ITES organizations in this demesne are the fundamental interest 

drivers for homegrown improvement in various focuses in the western piece of the megacity. While picking focuses frameworks, 

laborers balance reasonableness, keeping 

 Trading time to the base. Homegrown improvement has come to fruition in hinjewadi through huge municipality frameworks 

being sent off under the exceptional municipality strategy, which empowers advancement of tone-supporting municipalities down 

from the megacity to help in disbandment of populace. There are just about as various as five significant frameworks in and 

around hinjewadi that are being created under this plan. The homegrown component in these frameworks is in vivid phases of 

development. Hinjewadi contributes around 60 of maharashtra's total it trades. 

 

 
                              Fig. 1: Map of Maharashtra                           Fig. 2: Map of Pune district                   Fig. 3: Map of Mulshi Taluka     

 

 
                                     Fig. 4: Map of Hinjewadi                                                            Fig. 5: History of Hinjewadi 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

As indicated by Darshini Mahadevia and Appeeji Parasher Pune district is the upgraded IT region on the ascent. The 

improvement of these IT demesne has driven these effects expansion in upmarket land development frameworks, expansion in 

property and land costs across the district, region extension and construction conditions, land souring and effects. 

 According to D.K. Das &Prof.S.G. Sonar IT area has told the socio-productive and actual landscape of cosmopolites. Pune 

region had new openings yet additionally confronted difficulties in view of IT area. IT enterprising nature and confederated effort 

are transcendent in socio-beneficial turn of events. There is progressed strain on the mutual design and natural pressure. 
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 As indicated by Ujjwala Khare, Prajakta Thakur and Neeraj Bhagat, This paper makes sense of a Municipal spread occurring 

close to impending IT demesne. Advancement of bracing towns has a significant impact being developed of casing regions. 

Arranging of arrangements around the IT demesne region is the central issue in these edge regions.  

As indicated by Soham Sarda, Janhavi Chavare, Rohit Bhosale, Akshay Birajdar, Shweta Andhale,Prof.S.S. Shastri The typical 

speed of vehicles in Pune during top hours is 22 kilometers each hour( kmph) while that in Hinjawadi is only 16 kmph. In 

Hinjawadi, as per different checks led, the confidential vehicle ridership is more. This paper makes sense of the business issue in 

Hinjawadi region. Need to bring down the quantity of mishaps. 

Abhijits. Marawar-In paper it's mooted that Preservationists have continually expressed that Pune has outgrown control due to the 

IT diligence. The paper is examined to machinate the scope of beneficial and landscape products of the IT attention. Products of 

IT diligence have been investigated two-overlay the care position and the hand position. 

Sonar sanjaykumarg.Dr.V. Devadas-Decision of right situation for IT innovation has a significant impact. This paper concentrates 

on the rise of IT diligence in different cosmopolites of India. It likewise examines about the significant Strength and Concern 

Region of the Indian cosmopolises. IT area has a significant impact in changing over the cosmopolites. 

Ramakrishna Nallathiga, Suhani Taneja, Anusha Gupta, Bitul Gangal-Metropolitan edge which is situated on the fringe of rural 

regions presents a lot farther test to complex connection point and motion of the land and individuals with both mutual and 

peaceful hall of land. Maintainability inside the territory of the mutual casing is tied in with coordinating various paces of shared 

and peaceful 

 

 

III. RESERARCH OBJECTIVES 

 

 To assess the extent of development of it parks at Hinjawadi .  

 To assess the requirement of infrastructure for supporting this it park.   

 To identify the problems faced by people working in it parks at Hinjawadi.  

 To find out dependency of it park on adjoining urban local bodies. 

 To give planning guidelines for development of Hinjawadi it park and its surrounding areas. 
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IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

V. DATA COLLECTION 

 

 Hinjewadi Phase-I : 

The demesne has been laid out in 1998 on the Public authority land at Hinjewadi admeasuring about96.42 Ha. Every 

one of the plots from this Demesne have been distributed out to vivid conspicuous I.T. Organizations. 

 

 Hinjewadi Phase-II:  

Land admeasuring236.23 Ha have been gained for this demesne. Out of the complete region of this demesne54.40 

hectares of land has been saved forbio-Tech Park. 

 Hinjewadi Phase-III:  

 

MIDC has acquired352.00 Ha structure land for this demesne. Out of the all out region, on118.54 Ha of land, " 

Homegrown Zone " and recovery has been created and the Public authority of India has previously conceded the proper 

gift for223.56 Ha of land as IT and ITES explicit SEZ. 

 

 Hinjewadi Phase-IV:  

 

The Public authority has notified465.00 Ha of land for this demesne and it's under promotion and advancement 

 

    

                                    Fig. 6: Map of PMC, PCMC and Hinjewadi.                                  Fig. 7: Map of Phases of Hinjewadi 
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A. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HINJEWADI MIDC 

 

Questions/Survey:  

 

- Point in creating Hinjewadi IT demesne 

- Volume of progress at Hinjewadi IT demesne 

- Inconveniences stood up to in progress 

- Structure gave by involving MIDC for Hinjewadi IT demesne 

- Coordinated effort issue with various true bodies 

 

 Inferences: 

 

- Hinjewadi is advanced to rouse work event. 

- Segment I and stage II are progressed, Area III is deficiently progressed. Work is being developed. Stage IV is endorsed, 

it's beneath promotion and improvement. 

- Initial construction is given with the guide of MIDC inside the MIDC limit. The current content is that the land charges are 

extreme and valid individuals are not prepared to distribute their territory. 

- Venture and traffic turned into the chief issue confronted anyway they're attempting to clear up by street extending and 

different techniques. 

- MIDC give no kind of packaging, they distribute the homegrown plots to innovators. 

- Presently not relying on gram panchayt for any shape establishments. 

 

 

B. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY OF PARKS INDIA (STPI) 

 

Questions/Survey:  

 

- Point in developing and response after advancement Hinjewadi IT demesne. 

-  Any kind of construction gave by utilizing STPI 

-  Issues looked being developed 

-  Vacuity of affirmed human valuable asset 

 

Interpretation and Analysis:  

 

IT Demesne is created to improve up the work and convey a depicted IT group for representatives. STPI wouldn't give shape to 

Hinjewadi IT Park. IT associations which may be enlisted to STPI gets stamp commitment exemption. STPI gives draw and play 

set up for new companies/smes at their brooding center. Web establishment is moreover given for some IT gadgets via STPI. 

Different IT devices utilize private net establishments. Business partnered issues are recently raised and MIDC is attempting to 

determine. Affirmed human asset wished is to be had in bracing regions and inside the megacity. STPI has no impact in progress 

of Hinjewadi IT Park. 

 

 

C. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY OF PARKS INDIA (STPI) 

 

Questions/Survey:  

 

- Objective in developing and response after advancement Hinjewadi IT demesne. 

-  Any sort of shape gave through STPI 

-  Issues went up against in progress 

-  Vacuity of pronounced human helpful asset 

 

Interpretation and Analysis:  

 

IT Park is progressed to build up the business and convey a characterized IT group for laborers. STPI doesn't give shape for 

Hinjewadi IT Park. IT enterprises that are enrolled to STPI gets stamp liability exemption. STPI offers draw and play set up for 

new companies/smes at their hatching center. Web set up is in like manner gave for some IT gadgets via STPI. Other IT devices 

utilize private net establishments. Business undertaking partnered inconveniences are previously raised and MIDC is making an 

endeavor to settle. Maintained human asset required is accessible in bracing regions and inside the megacity. STPI plays no part 

in progress of Hinjewadi IT Park. 
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D. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HINJEWADI GRAM PANCHAYAT  

 

Questions/survey:  

 

- IT Demesne in Hinjewadi is an occasion or bother 

- Improvement Partnered issues in Hinjewadi gram panchayat 

- Issues confronted in view of supplanting individuals 

- Challenges looked regarding design and improvement 

- Does IT region and Hinjewadi gram panchayat call for unique interest to progress? 

 

Inferences: 

 

- Hinjewadi has supported business event. Housekeeping and different helping labor force goes from Hinjewadi gram 

panchayat to IT demesne. 

- There are business and site guests issues as a result of diurnal workers at IT demesne. 

- Substantial and Social design is surpassed and kept up with by Hinjewadi gram panchayat. Hinjewadi gram panchayat 

supplies no kind of design inside MIDC limits as it's showed up upon through Hinjewadi MIDC. PMC or PCMC have 

not mixed Hinjewadi inside their limits in view of assiduity/IT demesne area. 

- Hinjewadi IT demesne and gram panchayat area requires an extraordinary interest to progress. 

 

 

E.HINJEWADI INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION (HIA) 

 

About: 

 

Hinjawadi Industries Association ( HIA) began as a casual helpful stage for all the IT/ITES and different offices put in Rajiv 

Gandhi Infotech Park in MIDC. 

 HIA is a " presently not really for income " Affiliation supported by means of the part organizations. 

HIA become shaped as a Businesses Affiliation and enrolled under the Social orders Enlistment Act, 1860 on January 11, 2008 

with the Partner Recorder, Pune place, Pune and underneath the Maharashtra Public Trusts Act, 1950 on may also 14, 2008 with 

the Associate Cause Chief, Pune place. As on date there are 96 or more enterprises are donors of HIA It collaborates with all of 

the partners from the nation specialists, extraordinary our bodies and government to make enhancements in the design, security 

and wellbeing, transport and guests modes. To stretch out co-activity to all the partners for fostering a worldwide style holiday 

destination for Itself and ITES assiduity at Rajiv Gandhi Infotech Park, MIDC Hinjawadi. 

 

Questions/survey:  

 

- Issues stood up to in Hinjewadi 

- Structure subsidiary issues confronted 

 

 Interpretation and analysis: 

 

HIA gives a helpful stage and is remembered as a delegate of all of the part organizations to express their typical foundations with 

the public authority specialists. Venture issues and guests at top hours. 

 

 

 

F. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR IT EMPLOYEE AT HINJEWADI IT PARK 

 

 Duration of service 

 Mode of transport used for daily commuting 

 Availability of Parking at work place 

 Time required in commuting daily 

 Housing Requirement 
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VI. DATA ANALYSIS 

 

- There is truth of various specialists like Hinjewadi Grampanchayat, Hinjewadi MIDC, STPI however they are working 

in protection. 

- these administration are not associated on each unique. 

- They warrant in cooperation and all encompassing methodology of progress. 

-  principal trouble is defied through diurnal suburbanites. These specialists need to be added under one marquee so it will 

be a parent relationship to increment comprehensive strategy and better future improvement. 

- The give is shape a urban interesting body for Hinjewadi and bracing region. 

- The area might be depicted with practical improvement feasible for homegrown attractive advancement inside the area. 

 

VII.   PROPOSAL  

 

- The give could be to frame a community special body for Hinjewadi and bracing district. 

- The area may be depicted with conceivable advancement workable for home-attractive improvement in the area. 

- region depiction will be grounded on regular highlights, income obstructions and transport availability. 

- The portrayed area is in PMRDA yet a couple of locales of PMC and PCMC will likewise be perused on a mission to 

make it tone-practical. 

- adding regions from recently shaped legitimate bodies could help with supporting it and the new district or townlets will 

represent the unborn turn of events.. 
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 Study Area Delineation 

 

- Pune which is likewise alluded to as oxford of the east and because of this it is called one of the most extreme 

predominant and rural cities of India. 

o The area including the cities of Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad, the tehsils of Maval, Mulshi, Haveli and some 

hallway of the talukas of Bhor, Daund, Shirur, Khed, Purandar and Velhe are covered beneath the Pune 

Metropolitan area. 

o Hinjewadi lies inside the western viewpoint that is in Mulshi taluka of PMR area 

o In the portrayed region Hinjewadi MIDC and Hinjewadi Gram Panchayat is presented. 

o The townlets like Bavdhan, Baner, Pashan, Balewadi, Wakad are previously exceptional areas of Western 

Metropolitan corridor of Pune. 

o These locales will assist the ULB with conditioning save and will not rely on other contacting unique bodies. 

o Vacuity of right design establishments will improve the fine of ways of life of the area. 

o A solid political body may be framed for cooperation and all encompassing methodology of progress. 

o Real people will get a voice. 

o Are being and proposed municipalities coming up. 

 

 
             Fig. 8: Hinjewadi Municipal Council Area delineation 

 

 

o The inverse uninhabited townlets may be occasion for unborn turn of events. 

o The issues stood up to through suburbanites might be settled and walk around work hypothesis can be added. 

o The outlined area would be known as Hinjewadi Metropolitan Committee. 

o It comprises of Hinjewadi MIDC, Hinjewadi gram panchayat and bracing townlets. • Rough locale of this 

portrayed region would be 200sq.km. What's more, people with regards to 2011 story is,000. 

o General of 27 townlets are incorporated inside the new metro exceptional body. 

o Some of the townlets are previously developed like Bavdhan, Baner, Balewadi, Pashan which could help the 

improvement of other townlets. 

o It will likewise help in tone-keeping up with the ULB. 

o Other townlets may be unborn high level and aid productive and social upliftment. 

o The new ULB comprises of NH-four and SH-60 for higher network. 

o Stroll to artworks, or drop in trading time and lessening distance to canvases will be advanced for Hinjewadi IT 

demesne. 

o Reality of right Friendly shape and substantial construction in the ULB will enhance the excellent of ways of 

life and its significance. 
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